March 31, 2022
2020 Project Refuge Design by Gari Lewis

This one-of-a-kind couture fashion show and luncheon
celebrates the 40th Anniversary of the "Ding" Darling
Wildlife Society. Each wearable piece of art
is a unique statement created by juried
fashion designers who are using materials
that otherwise would end up in landfills.

All designers have the opportunity to
express their attitudes regarding our
current throwaway society through
their designs and statements.

Each design is fabricated
with a minimum of 75%
reclaimed and/or recycled,
non -perishable materials.

2020 Project Refuge Design by Sara & Jenna Basehart

The kitchen is a great place to start when creating a
sustainable routine. Swap out your plastic wrap and sandwich
bags for reusable containers or beeswax wrap. Instead of
reaching for paper towels to tidy up meal-time messes, use
cloth napkins or old rags repurposed for cleaning. You can
also keep a small countertop compost bin for produce scraps
that are created when preparing food.
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Joan Sherman

Joan Sherman was born in Battle

Creek, Michigan. She raised her family there
and in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Joan lived in
Manhattan for 10 years with her husband
Don, before they became full-time Captiva
residents in 2005. Joan worked in finance
and real estate lending her whole career.
She has had the great privilege to serve on
the boards of and volunteer her time with
many wonderful organizations including the
Junior Leagues of Battle Creek, Fort Wayne,

Indiana, and New York City; Habitat for

Humanity; SCAN of Fort

Wayne; Turnstone Center for Disabled Children and Adults and the
New York Women's Foundation. Joan and Don came to know the late
Robert Rauschenberg when he was living and working on Captiva.
They have always loved art, but in getting to know Rauschenberg and
the conservation messages behind much of his artwork, they really
understood the importance of saving what land is left on the islands
and elsewhere. They now spend their time traveling to see their
family and friends all over the world and chasing after their two
Havanese puppies, Helen and Betty.

Patricia Bohen Levinson holds a

Pat Levinson

master’s degree in archival studies, with a
concentration on restoration bookbinding and

conservation of work on paper. While working
at the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, she
became interested in ancient botanicals and
herbariums, which led to studying at NY
Botanical Garden and then to teaching
botanical drawing. She “branched out” from
botanical work to pursue working in oils and
clay sculpture, always preferring animals,
plants, and people as her subjects. Unlike her
her botanical work, her works in oil are figurative but not necessarily
limited to realism. She has paintings in private collections all over the
world, including a number of “in memorium” works for people who have
lost their beloved pets. She has worked in fabric and fiber craft
throughout her life, making clothing and soft sculptures, always with a
significant stash of materials for future projects. She and her husband,
Dick, have appreciated the Refuge and what it represents since they
moved to Captiva many years ago. Pat's eclectic mix of work experience
makes seeing trash turned into art extremely exciting for her.

Doug Gentry

Doug Gentry was owner and
President of Genco Stamping and
Manufacturing Co. in Cookeville,

Tennessee until he retired in 2005. He is an
avid boater, and in his spare time you can
find him on his dock reading. While an
accomplished businessman, he also has
skills with cooking. Doug had an awardwinning barbecue team that participated
in cook-off events both locally and on the
national stage. He is also a former
musician who played keyboard and bass
guitar for the bands TCT and the Poor
Souls. They played at local venues and
across the southeast in the 60s fueling his creativity and love of
music and art. He and his wife, Sherry, bought their first home on
Sanibel in 1999 and have been supporters of many local
organizations since then, including Sanibel Beatification, FISH,
SanCap Cares, J.N. “Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge, BIG
ARTS, and many others.

Rachel Pierce

A prolific painter, Rachel Pierce
creates bright, modern works of art in oils
and acrylics, capturing the natural beauty of
her tropical Southwest Florida home, where
she lives with her husband and four children.
From colorful sea life to beachy abstracts to
soaring shorebirds, Rachel’s artistic talents
are evident. Rachel’s upbeat and happy
artwork bears her signature style. In fact,
Rachel’s artwork is in such demand, that she
recently opened her own art space,

the Rachel Pierce Art Gallery on Periwinkle Way on Sanibel. Formerly a
TV anchor, Rachel has had her work featured in exhibits in the highly
prestigious Sidney & Berne Davis Art Center and Hirdie Girdie Art
Gallery. In 2021, she served as the Artist in Residence for the J.N.
“Ding” Darling National Wildlife Refuge, where she held a highly
successful solo exhibition. We are so thrilled to have Rachel Pierce
join us again, as our Master of Ceremonies for Project Refuge.

it's in
the bag!

Design Team: Constance Walker

Using unconventional materials to create art
is my passion. My family always jokes with me
that they can give me anything and I will try
to make something out of it. I was inspired to

Model: Alexa Collins

Materials
Plastic shopping
bags

use recycled single-use plastic bags to create
my avant-garde dress for this year’s Project Refuge as I am extremely
concerned about the effect of these bags polluting our environment
globally, specifically in our landfills and oceans at an alarming rate.
Approximately 100 billion plastic bags are used per year and only
about one in seven are recycled. These bags do not fully break down
in the landfill and continue to pollute the environment as a
photodegrade toxin. We must have a mindset to purposefully reduce
the amount of single use plastic bags we personally use. Take a
reusable shopping bag with you when you shop, and search for ways
to recycle these single use bags.

Fashion ova
Across the world, clothes pile up in landfills
due to the expansion of the fast fashion
industry. This is a process where cheap, poorquality clothes are mass produced using
unethical labor and unsustainable methods,
then sold for extremely cheap prices. This
results in people buying a lot of clothes, only

Design Team: Kaye Borst
Model: Alayna Calkins

Materials
Old clothing
Old bedsheet
Cardboard box
Newspaper
Worn petticoat

wearing them once or twice, then throwing
them away. My project is a wearable physicalization of this concept.
I created it using clothing from my family and friends that they could
not donate because of holes or stains. Instead of throwing them
away and contributing to the pileup of clothes in landfills, I chose to
repurpose them for this dress. While it only solves part of the
problem, the widespread use of repurposed clothing is one of the
first steps to combating this issue.

bano
beautiful

Design Team: Gari Lewis & Susan Sadler
Model: Gari Lewis

A must-have Sanibel-themed shower curtain
was purchased from a decorating catalog for

Materials

a guest bathroom many years ago. When it

Shower curtain

became frayed and grayed from years of use,

Shower curtain

taking it to the trash dump made us sad.

liner

However, we found the perfect use for it in

Beach towel

our entry to Project Refuge! We cut and

Shower rings

redesigned the curtain into a loose-fitting

Bottle caps

cardigan with front band extending into a
single-layer hood. Stylish companions include a box-pleated, elasticwaist skirt made from shower curtain lining. The cotton terry,
extended shoulder top, is made from an old striped towel that was
found washed up on the beach. Accessories were assembled from
stainless shower curtain rings, bottle caps, and plastic shower caps,
so much of which can be found in trash dumps. Step out in
Showertime Style and be “Bano Beautiful” with all your bathroom
recycled items for a true spa experience!

Rag Trade
REscue

Design Team: Erin Wegener & Suzanne Wegener
Model: Erin Wegener

The fashion industry generates waste
materials in the form of packaging and

Materials

discarded garment cuttings. Every item we

Foam/plastic

used in the Rag Trade Rescue design was

packing material

picked out of trash cans. The drop cloth was

Drop cloth

used to protect wedding dresses when

Garment bags

pressing. These are typically discarded after

Receipts

use. Gowns come from the manufacturer in

Pop tabs

plastic garment bags. Once the alterations
are completed, the garments are placed in a cloth garment bag and
the plastic is thrown away. We used receipts to create the roses.
Pop tabs comprise the corset back. Even the thread was reused. As
gorgeous as traditional wedding dresses are, Rag Trade Rescue is a
perfect example of how the unexpected can be just as beautiful.

Trash Fact:

Traditionally, wedding dresses are used only once,
making them an especially unsustainable fashion.

One way to decrease wedding waste is to buy a used wedding gown or
consider renting. If a bride does buy new, she can always donate her dress
for someone else to use on their special day.

Trash Fact:

In addition to the harmful impacts of PVC toys,
certain pool floats also contain glitter and foam

beads. If these floats rip at an ocean or lake, their contents can contribute
to microplastic pollution in our waterways and harm wildlife.

Splish, Splash
Water Toys are Trash

Design Team: Shelley Greggs
& Ruthi Levering

Whether surfin’ in the USA or wasting away in
Margaritaville, everyone loves to spend time
at the beach and in the pool with inflatable

Model: Ruthi Levering

Materials
Pool & beach toys

water toys, foam noodles, tubes, and rafts.
Unfortunately, almost all of these toys are not recyclable nor even
upcyclable. Most are made of polyvinyl chloride, also known as PVC,
which is composed of hazardous materials that are extremely
difficult to recycle. Instead of throwing these inflatables into the
trash, we have designed the fabulous flamingo beach coverup that
we present to you today. With our glamorous coverup you can take a
dip in the Gulf or in your pool and float the day away. Here is a
unique way to reuse these items that can’t be recycled. Living in
Southwest Florida, we often see the cutest, funniest, and most
unique inflatables. It’s easy to purchase more and more of them. Now
that we know how difficult they are to recycle, let’s all become more
mindful about the purchase and disposal of our beach and pool
playthings.

Mask-er-piece

Design Team: Audrina Westland
& Kathy Daddato
Model: Audrina Westland

This “mask-er-piece” was inspired while
Audrina attended Cypress Lake Middle School
during the pandemic. Students wore

Materials

disposable masks daily to protect themselves,

Disposable face

however, as they left school they carelessly

masks

discarded them as litter, around the school

Pop tops

grounds and even decorating a tree.
Audrina collected these masks from students and friends, washed
them, and created this mask-er-piece of 59 masks for the dress and
her headpiece with her grandma Kathy helping. We were surprised to
find out, according to Keep Lee County Beautiful, each mask will take
up to 500 years to decompose! That’s five generations from now.
They are made from thermoplastic polypropylene. What’s that? Please
help keep our earth clean for me and other generations!

Trash Fact:

Single-use items are a harmful component of
ordering food to-go. Research shows that over

half of the U.S. population orders takeout at least once a week.

Pretty in
pollution

Design Team: Jenna Basehart
Model: Jenna Basehart

“Pretty in Pollution,” worn by Jenna Basehart,
pays homage to all the more than 8 million

Materials

single use plastics that end up in the ocean

Chicken feed

every year. The design was crafted from

bags

chicken feed bags, plastic to-go lids, fruit

Plastic lids

and vegetable plastic mesh bags, a tattered

Plastic mesh bags

curtain, and scavenged zip ties. At the rate

Curtains

plastics in nature degrade, this dress will

Zip ties

still be around hundreds of years after all of
us are gone.

Paper bag
princess

Design Team: Mairin O'Malley & Emma Morris
Model: Emma Morris

There has always been something beautiful
about avant-garde designs and the
materials used to create them. Mairin
remembers sitting in her family room,
watching reruns of Project Runway at age

Materials
Paper bags
Old yarn

eight, and staring with awe at the
wonderful creations. Now, she and Emma have created one of these
looks using paper bags from Publix and some old yarn. There is so
much waste on the planet, and we know there is even more to come.
Creating new life out of something trees were cut down for sends
the message that we should be more thoughtful about what we do
with the precious resources we are slowly running out of.

Trash Fact:

Plastic accounts for nearly 80% of all ocean
pollution. In fact, around 14 million tons of plastic
make it into the world’s oceans each year.

Trash Fact:

Mylar balloons are not biodegradable. They consist
of plastic nylon sheets coated in metal. When

released, mylar balloons can harm wildlife that get entangled in or ingest
balloons. Mylar balloons also come in contact with power lines and cause
extensive outages.

bagalicious

Design Team: Lily Hatchett
Model: Heather Moxxii

Even art creates its own trash. Typesetting,

Materials

stock art, logos, backdrops, nightclub
interiors are all jobs that serve the purpose
of creation for pay. Let’s keep it out of

Shopping bags

landfills. I have a large collection of wildly

Plastic bags

colored and imprinted shopping bags that I

Manufacturer’s

have been “hoarding” since the 80s. These

plastic wrap

bags have their secrets. Each bag was

Packing paper

designed by an artist or graphic artist as a

Upholstery fabric

paying gig. I know some of the artists, I
have created logos for hire as well. Many of these works are
unsigned, secret art for promoting a store and temporarily containing
some desirable object--beautiful, disposable art, often tossed out
without a second glance. This is for all the unsung heroes of bag art.

From sea to
shiny sleeves

Design Team: Katy Hosokawa,
Christopher Galloway, & Nancy Riley
Model: Christopher Galloway

Balloons are thought of as fun and
celebratory, but once the celebration is over,
or they are released into the air, balloons fall
and transform into something sad and
dangerous. Derelict balloons have been
documented for decades in natural places
causing harm to many types of wildlife,
marine and terrestrial. Do a quick Google

Materials
Mylar balloons
Bottle caps
Foam packing
material
Cat food bags

search about marine debris and balloons
might not make the top 10 list, but it’s a well-documented
environmental concern. Our team spends a lot of time on the beach
and can agree, we see and dispose of them often. With “From Sea to
Shiny Sleeves,” we reused these balloons, which were found in open
spaces, natural lands, beaches, and trash bins, for one more
celebration of trash and fashion.

Fannie tillie

Design Team: Penny Weinstein & Wendy West
Model: Penny Weinstein

Fannie Tillie is a rabid REcycler, from the tip
of her REstyled mop wig with its “Re”CYCLE
tiara, to her aluminum-can necklace and
plastic bag trimmed swatches. You see before
you the REcreation of her 1957 family reunion.
She maximized the amount of garbage to be
displayed by utilizing her huge REcycled thrift
store hoop skirt. She completely REpurposed

Materials
Thrifted hoop skirt
Vintage photos
Metal lids
Ribbon remnants
Kodachrome
slides

its mutli-tiers of REclaimed objects, starting
at the top, Tier #1, with vintage photographs acquired at tag sales.
They represent her colorful family at the outing. Tier #2, captures
the day’s multiple activities, which included tickling the ivories,
spinning 45s and snapping photos. Never one to waste, she brought
bottle caps and saved tomato sauce and pickle jar lids for inclusion
in the arts and crafts Tier #3. No one left this event without a party
favor wrapped in ribbons REclaimed from gifts given earlier that
day, as the final Tier festively displays.

Colorful
palette

Design Team: Lydia Pierce, Piper Pierce,
& Mary Meyer
Model: Lydia Pierce

The Pierce kids always love to sneak into
mom’s art studio and peel the paint off her

Materials

dried-out palette. Before the idea of this

Paint ‘peelings’

creation came about, the peeled scraps

Worn paint

ended up in the garbage can. Lydia and Piper

brushes

collected the paint and used all the paint

Used paper towels

chips in this colorful creation. They used the

Old paint pallet

old paper towels as volume underneath the

Tin foil from paint

outfit. They also reused old paint brushes to

containers

make a fascinator. The message from
11-year-old Lydia and 9-year-old Piper: Items of beauty and for reuse can be found in everyday trash, and this colorful outfit is the
perfect example. We plan to keep peeling off mom’s palettes, but
we have other ideas for using it in our own art pieces and even
decorations.

Trash Fact:

Shopping at thrift stores is a more sustainable
alternative to supporting fast fashion brands.

However, consumers can lessen their impact all around by simply
evaluating whether or not they really need a particular article of clothing.

Trash Fact:

With its system of mass production for low prices,
fast fashion is one of the largest contributors of

unnecessary waste. Studies show that three out of five items end up in
the trash.

Papillon de
Papier

Design Team: Sarah Jacobson &
Anita Force Marshall
Model: Sarah Jacobson

We wanted to take the biggest pollutant of
our dumps, which is fabric from fast fashion

Materials

and household goods, and make a dress

Copier paper

inspired by a haute couture gown – turn the

Coffee filters

ugly into beautiful. For the base we used a

Magazines

discarded Halloween costume and t-shirt, as

Tissue scraps

well as cut-up sheets. Next, we realized how

Bed sheets

much paper we discard daily at work, school,
and home--thus the second layer. The final inspiration came from all
the mail one of our children has received during the college search
process. So, some of that mail became butterflies about to take
flight, just like our children. Reams of paper later, Papillon de Papier
was born.

Flower power

Design Team: Three CAPtivating Ladies
& Jewelry by Jessica Barry

From the colors of the flowers to the hues of
the sky at sunrise, we find similar colors in the
plastic caps of products we all use. Those are
not the colors we want to find in our
waterways or in our yards and beaches. The
fringe, made from used facemasks, was
painted with old craft paint and the “string”
is the elastic bands from the facemasks.
The fascinator was made with plastic lids, a

Model: Suzie Hasset

Materials
Plastic caps & lids
Disposable face
masks
Ribbon and thread
Thrift store dress
Used paint
brushes

six-pack ring, and old paintbrushes. The purse,
bracelet, and tops of shoes came from packing materials. Plastic
caps may seem like a small thing, but those little caps can have a
big impact on the environment. Plastic caps and lids are one of the
top 10 items found during beach clean-ups and are the second most
littered item after cigarette butts. You see them daily even here on
Sanibel and Captiva. If you do anything, please stop using singleuse water and soda bottles, and be responsible in throwing away
your disposable masks.

rosie

Design Team: Kym Mason & Heather Stephan
Model: Elaina Stephan

“Rosie” was inspired by Bjorks “Swan” dress

Materials

from the Grammys years ago. My favorite
local bird is the Roseate Spoonbill, and being

Packing foam

that it is also represented at “Ding” Darling,

Screen

we found it quite appropriate to use it as the

Packing peanuts

inspiration. Being a designer, Kym has

Pool noodles

collected the design materials mostly from job
sites during the demolition phase, as
well as packaging material that is not recyclable.

A Banner Time for
Tarpon
Banners are everywhere and with a little
ingenuity, those banners can be recycled

Design Team: Barb Rogers
Model: Barb Rogers

Materials

and prevented from becoming trash.

Vinyl DDWS event

Heavens, you can even make a stunning

banners

dress such as the one you see today, made

Old rope

from repurposed “Ding” Darling event
banners! THINK! Think of all you can do can do with a waterproof,
sturdy material like these banners. Raincoats, muck-around-in the
garden boots, walk-on-the-beach booties, outdoor tablecloths, rain
coverings for furniture, book covers, placemats, spacers to protect
fragile pottery, drop cloths - the list can go on and on. And all you
need is a little glue, a few stiches, convenient rope, and, of course,
the all-important banner material. When I saw the banners at the
“Ding” Darling Tarpon Tournament, I thought they could be fun to use
for the fashion show. The banners used for this design had the
tournament logo (a tarpon) and an anhinga. These two species
represent the importance of caring for our special environment. The
recycling of the banners shows one more way discarded items can be
used to create something of value and protect our planet. Just think,
you'll never worry about being without an umbrella or wrinkling when
you have this outfit on!

Trash Fact:

Shipping materials like packing peanuts, foam,
and bubble wrap add up. Studies show that in

2020 alone, Amazon created 599 million pounds of plastic packaging
waste. The number of

plastic “pillows” used was so high that they could

circle the globe 600 times.

Trash Fact:

After cigarette butts, plastic bottle caps are the
second most littered item. They are also one of

the top 10 items that are most often found during beach clean-ups.

Cap-tivating
Couture

Design Team: Cristy Kikkert &
Patty Arenburg

The base garment features a floor-length
discarded gown. It is covered with over 300
flowers made from the cut-out fabric flower
petals that were then “pushed” into individual
plastic bottle CAPS. The finished garment
weighs more than 20 pounds. The idea for the

Model: Cristy Kikkert

Materials
Table linens
Bed sheets
Pillow shams
Shower curtains
Bags

“CAP-tivating Couturier“ came after deciding
to enter a design in the second DDWS Project Refuge, and
observing the last thing I had thrown into my trash. Finding a
discarded bottle cap at the top of the trash, I thought about the
number of bottle caps that are seen not only in the trash, but also in
the sand at the beach, along our roadways, and even in our parking
lots. We hope that our “riveting” fashion will not only bring
awareness about how plastics (even small-footprint plastics) and
the many man-made fabrics that are discarded every day harm our
environment but may also inspire others to realize that re-imagining
how an item is used can result in something truly breathtaking!

Pretty in
plastic

Design Team: Mary Jane Christie, Richard Franco,
Mary Meyer, & Elaine Parente

You, too, can be "Pretty in Plastic!" Think of
the advantages of plastic fashion – you can
wear it with confidence in the rain, you never
have to iron again, and your clothes will last
a lifetime. Unfortunately, plastic materials
adversely affect wildlife, habitat, and humans.

Model: Linda Lange

Materials
Plastic newspaper
bags
Newspaper
Old bedsheet

Their chemical composition renders them
resistant to the natural decaying process, polluting the environment
for years. But we can each do our part. You can learn how at
www.plasticpollutioncoalition.org, a growing global alliance working
toward a world free of plastic pollution and its toxic impact on
humans, animals, waterways, the ocean, and the environment.

A Little Bit of Country, A
Little Bit of Trash: Making
Use of What’s Available

Design Team: Sharon Jones
& Holly Cerullo
Model: Sophia Westland

Before our current affluence in the United
States, people would remake and reuse what

Materials

was available to them. This design was

Brown paper bags

inspired by the multitude of brown paper

Old couch leather

shopping bags that we had accumulated over

Pillowcases

time. We wanted to use them in a vest, so the

Table napkins

bags were cut and stamped with linoleum

Beer bottle caps

blocks that were created out of wood scraps
and leftover linoleum tiles. Once stamped, they were sprayed with a
silicone spray used to waterproof boots. We pieced the squares
together with “plarn," plastic yarn created from plastic shopping
bags. When searching for fabric to remake into a blouse, we found
two old linen pillowcases. We reapplied lace from the edges of the
pillowcases to the edge of the sleeve. The collar was made from
thrift store table napkins and the used leather came from an old
couch that was on its way to the landfill. As we constructed the
blouse, Sharon remembered her grandmother spending many hours
remaking clothing for her daughters before and during the years of
World War II. We are suggesting that it may be time once again to
reuse, remake, and recycle, decreasing what has to go to the
landfill and making beautiful “new” outfits.

Design Team: Sara Basehart

shady lady

Model: Sara Basehart

“Shady Lady” is crafted from merely 12 of the
estimated 85 million cellular blinds that are
thrown away each year, according to the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Discarded cellular window blinds rescued

Materials
Cellular window
blinds

from an office building dumpster, thread, and silk cord are the only
materials used to make this dress. It is worn by Sara St. Lawrence
Basehart, born in Fort Lauderdale, who spent summers until she was
12 at her grandfather’s house, the old telegraph house, on Punta
Rassa.

Trash Fact:

Although paper bags certainly beat plastic in
terms of being biodegradable and easier to

recycle, they are actually more unsustainable to produce. Paper bags
require four times the energy to manufacture compared to plastic bags.

Trash Fact:

In addition to paint sample color cards, liquid
paint samples can be difficult to dispose of.

Instead of just dumping these samples into the trash--which is prohibited
for oil-based paints--try saving the unwanted colors for other DIY
projects, donating them to local schools or recreation centers, or
recycling leftovers at your community waste disposal facility.

painted lady

Design Team: Claire Schie & Anna Hubbard

We wanted to show how eco-friendly fashion
is possible and can be beautiful and by

Model: Anna Hubbard

Materials

creating something that showed the beauty

Paint samples

of women through the appreciation of figure

Newspaper

rather than objectification of it. We were

Wire petticoat

heavily inspired by the idea of a corset and
how that could change the female figure so drastically. We modeled
the dress after Victorian Style. The dress highlights the female form
and enhances it, rather than sexualizing it. This standard is also
reflected with paint samples, as often stores are constantly
replacing paint samples with the season’s newest trends and people
just look at samples once and then throw them away, rather than
appreciating their true beauty and color.

Trash Fact:

Although most Americans get their news from
online sources now, newspapers are still a

prevalent form of waste. Newspapers are a great candidate for recycling,
and most newspapers can also be shredded and added to compost. U.S.
newspapers today use 100% non-toxic ink and can safely serve as a
brown material for composting.

All proceeds support the
conservation and education efforts at the
J.N. "Ding" Darling National Wildlife Refuge.

The "Ding" Darling Wildlife Society is a
501(c)3 tax-exempt organization.

We want to thank everyone who helped make
this event possible:

Project Refuge Committee Members

Event Lead: April Boehnen
Event Chair: Toni Antweiler
Barb Bluedorn, Robin Kirk, Ann Potter, & Sue Ritchie

DDWS Staff

Birgie Miller, Sierra Hoisington, April Boehnen,
Ann-Marie Wildman, Jessica Barry,
Joy Robertson, Carrie Harmon,
Christopher Galloway, Melissa Maher,
Christina Hester, Hayley Caylor, & David Iglesias
And our wonderful volunteers!

Special thanks to the
Southwest Florida Fine Craft
Guild for the beautiful
centerpieces, which are
available for you to
take home for a donation
using the envelope
under the piece.

(239) 472-1100 EXT. 4
DINGDARLINGSOCIETY.ORG
SHOPDINGDARLING.COM
VISIT OUR NATURE STORE TO PURCHASE ECO-FRIENDLY
PRODUCTS. OUR WILDLIFE THANKS YOU.
THE "DING" DARLING WILDLIFE SOCIETY IS A
501(C)3 TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATION.

